Every variable of an ordered set depends on a number of the preceding variables. Hypotheses on the minimal number of such variables are formulated, likelihood ratio tests obtained for the normal case and these are extended to a simple decision rule. The results can be generalized to several variables at each stage of the order.
1. Introduction and Summary.
For a set of variables in a given order, s-th ante-dependence will be said to obtain if each one of the variables, given at least s immediate antecedent variables in the order, is independent of all further preceding variables. If the number of variables is p, antedependence is of some order between 0 and p-l. oth ante-dependence and (p-l)at-ante-~pendenee~eequivalent to complete independence and to completely arbitrary patterns of dependence, respectively, and are defined±r.respective of the ordering of the variables. 1st to (p-2)nd ante-dependence are defined in terms of a specific order only. The anology of the model with that of an antoregressive scheme in time series is obvious. The methods of analysis suggested here are in terms of many repeated observations on the series whereas the anteregression analysis are generally put forward for the study of single time series.
The ante-dependence models can be generalized to the case of several variables at each stage of the ordering. This would be analogous to the study of multiple time-series.
It is interesting to note that s-ante-dependent sets of variables may be generated by s successive summations of independent variables. This may be relevant for some applications of such models.
Ante-dependence models might be applicable to observations ordered in time or otherwise. Observations on growth of organisms up to each of several ages might be analyzed in such a manner. Where growth is recorded on several dimensions, e.g., height and weight, the analysis might proceed in terms of the multidimensional generalization of the model. Other possible fields of application include batteries of psychological tests increasing in complexity, and data on the successive location of travelling objects. It is hoped to publish a study of some such applications at a later date. 
as follows: In such cases the sets will be understood to include only the variables which are defined in !. 
so that if the Lemma holds for all *with s+u-l terms or less Now, any principal minor of consecutive rows and columns of t can be obtained from E by first taking the principal minor whose last rows and columns are the ones concerned, and then taking the required minor as the last so and so many rows and columns of that. For example, in a matrix of four rows and columns one would obtain the principal minor of the second and third rows and columns by first striking out the fourt~and then from the remainder striking out the first. As has been. shown, the property that all elements outside the first s off diagonals vanish is preserved when taking mllnors in this manner. 
Pij.all others in X • -Jaii a.1j (Cramer, 1946, -23.4 .2 -gives this in terms of cofactors). Thus ) == --rr (Cramer, 1946, -23.2 .4) and a (multiple correlation) = )1 -lii (Cramer,1946, -23.5.2-) . aiia The above are hypotheses of null correla.tion or covariance" not of independence. For a multivariate norma.lly distributed !, however, they are equivalent to independence (Roy" 1957" Ch. 3), a.nd H s would correspond to the definition of s-th ante-dependence given in the introduction. 
PROOF: It is well known (Cramer, 1946, -23.5 
It will be readily apparent from considerations of these tests as likelihood ratios that successive tests can be combined by adding 
by Lemma 2, and is asymptotically distributed as X 2 with p(p-l);2 degree-s of freedom. This will be recognized as the usual likelihood ratio test statistic of independence (Anderson, 1958, In terms of the suggested decision rule this means that if H s holds but H s _ l does not, the probability of decision D z is and
Thus the probability of making a decision consonant with H s ' i.e., The suggested rules have analogies in polynomial regression and in factor analysis. In the former a stmilar procedure may be 20 used for deciding the degree of polynomial required, starting from some high degree polynomial and testing successively the regression coefficients of the highest remaining powers of the independent variable. In factor analysis one would atsrt trom themax1mal number of actor8 q and test whether only 0.-1 may be required, then q,,2ooder q·l, etc. An important difference between these problems and that of ante-dependence is that in polynomial regression and presumably also in factor analysis the successive test statistics are not independent. This would introduce further complications.
In any of these problems it would seem logically unsatisfactory to start from the most restrictive hypothesis and test it under the next less restrictive one, etc., until non significant tests are reached.
Under such an inverse procedure the tests might be meaningless for the model need not hold, e.g., testing B O under B l if~did not hold.
The more satisfactory procedure seems to be to start testing the least restrictive hypothesis under the most general assumptions and then to add further restrictions and test them successively. :regressive scheme of order s (Kendall, 1948, Ch. 30) , though the latter is usually treated with the assumption of equal regression functions at each stage, which is a special case of the present model. Moreover, the statistical treatment of autor,egression is usually in terms of a single observation on the whole series, whereas the present discussion is in terms of repeated samples of the sequence.
Some Aspects of Null
It will be interesting to consider a particular way in which any H s may be generated from a set of uncorrelated variables Zl,Z2' •••Zp. Thus and in general, (Riordan, 1958, p.24) .
( e ) . a )k-l a) (s) THEOREM 3: Xi can be expressed as Zi+kh (-1 (k X i _ k " and (s) (s) (a)
He holds for the sequence Xl "X 2 ' •••X p • PROOF: Asaume that for some m-l < s, converse is not true, so that it cannot be inferred from H s that the variables x l ,X 2 , ...X p are generated insuch a manner.
The case s = 1 is known as Guttman's Perfect Simplex and has been proposed as a model for batteries of psychological tests increasing in complexity (Guttman, 1954, pp. 309-311 and . 
